
FAST FOOD GONE BAD

Why is fast food bad for you? Large portions, preservatives, toxins the list goes on. Here are the negative effects you
can expect from eating.

The burgers were left in the open air, but handled only with clean kitchen tools or through clean plastic bags
no direct contact with my hands until the last day. Everything from nose to tail is considered meat. Currently, I
am the Executive Director of The organization says the substance, which forms when meat is heated to a
certain temperature, is associated with human breast, prostate, and colon cancers. That's ounces of pure,
nostalgic red gold, that will keep your customers gobbling up fries at a healthy clip. Inflammation can cause a
myriad of health problems from obesity to nutrient deficiencies. The word "cereal" has been hijacked,
however, by food producers who make tiny, crunchy breakfast cakes out of true cereal with the addition of
sugar, corn syrup, salt, food dyes and preservatives. If you cook a high fat, high salt burger at home in a thin
patty and then leave it where it will dry out, I do not expect that it will get moldy quickly. This causes the
pancreas to work overtime and ultimately destroys the organ. What's False It's not the case that McDonald's
menu items alone "don't rot," or that McDonald's food never "rots" under any condition, or that "chemicals"
cause McDonald's food to not break down over the course of years. It can tell you more about the negative
impact on your health than I can in this blog. This post also implied that McDonald's used "mechanically
separated poultry" in their chicken nuggets. Think about that for a moment. What is this, amateur hour? In
December. Are any of them muscle meat? But their starch is quickly converted by the body into blood sugar,
called glucose, and raises the risk of diabetes and obesity. And then, displayed on a big electronic sign
hanging over the heads of the employees: A photo of a huge, overstuffed chicken wrap, hanging suspended in
space, with massive chunks of perfectly bronzed, seasoned chicken breast, cascades of shredded lettuce
leaping off the screen in celebration, dotted with artful pockets of creamy sauce oozing out of fluffy,
picture-perfect pita. As in, too good. The tea contains antioxidants and other healthful components shown in
clinical studies to possibly prevent cancer, heart disease, senility and other diseases associated with aging. The
combination of protein, healthy fat and vitamins is unbeatable. We all know that fast food isn't the healthiest
option, but some chains are punishing us with more fat, salt, and sugar than others. Sanitizing work surfaces
properly?


